Advanced Keyword Searches – Vocal Narration Script

- To access advanced search functions, click on advanced catalogue search which appears under the catalogue search box on the Library’s homepage.
- An advanced keyword search is a way of exerting more control over the results of your searches within the Library catalogue. It allows you to limit your searches in various different ways, thereby narrowing your search results down, to give you a more focussed and relevant selection.
- We are searching for information on the history of Canberra.
- Keywords and terms can be entered in the search fields at the top of the screen. Note that it is possible to search for authors, titles and subjects at this point.
- If you are searching for specific types of material, such as sound recordings, ANU theses, maps, etc., you can specify the format of the material you require. In this example we limit our search to audio-visual materials only.
- Additional filters can be applied in order to display results by year of publication, language, library location etc.
- You can now click on Search to conduct a search of the library catalogue with the advanced options selected.